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What Is Open Access (from Peter Suber)?
• Open-access (OA) literature is digital, online, free of 
charge, and free of most copyright and licensing 
restrictions. 
• OA is possible thanks to the internet and consent of 
the copyright-holder.
• Scholarly journals do not generally pay authors, who 
can therefore consent to OA without losing revenue. 
• OA is compatible with peer review; all major OA 
initiatives for scientific and scholarly literature insist on 
its importance. 
• OA literature is not free to produce; the goal is to make 
scholarly literature costless … are there are better ways 
to pay the bills than by charging readers and creating 
access barriers.

Prior Example: Biodiversity World
Trends in Ecology and Evolution 2000
More than 850M biodiversity 
data records now available 
ONLINE FOR FREE
Biodiversity data worldwide
Bird specimens: USA and Mexico
WHY OPEN ACCESS?
It Costs Money
Access to scholarly 
literature for 
education or for 
research costs 
money…
Whose Intellectual Property Is It?
Scholarly research is an 
intense intellectual 
investment.
Rights to this research 
should not go to a company 
just because it ‘owns’ the 
communications medium.
It’s Good For You
More visibility, 
readership, and 
citation for your 
work…
Can’t Afford Not To
Serials subscriptions 
costs are increasing 
massively, and have 
been for decades, 
reflecting commercial 
motivations in the 
publishing industry…
The Scholarly World is Global
OPEN ACCESS SOLUTIONS
Green I: Vote With Your Submissions
SHERPA/ROMEO database summarizes access 
considerations for thousands of scholarly journals
Green II: Open Access Policies
Journal copyright transfer 
agreements are more OA-
friendly; rights can be 
negotiated; repositories 
are getting more common
Green III: Funder Mandates
Federal government is looking to avoid access becoming a 




• Green is good
• Green can grow
• Green does not hurt commercial publisher 
profits
• Not clear that green can reach comprehensive 
status
Gold Open Access
Entire journal is open access… no self-archiving, no 
hybrid system
Article processing fees can be significant, currently 
averaging US$1400
Hybrid Open Access Journals
Closed-access journals charge an ‘open access fee’ to 
open access to individual papers. This is, in effect, 
‘double-dipping,’ as the costs are HUGE, and the 
journal is making subscription money as well.
Hybrid Open Access Journals
Closed-access journals charge an ‘open access fee’ to 
open access to individual papers. This is, in effect, 
‘double-dipping,’ as the costs are HUGE, and the 















• Extreme and 
illegal steps are 
regrettable, as 
they detract from 
the rule of law
• Sometimes they 
are the only way 
forward, and 









• No fees or charges
– Free to readers (i.e., no subscription costs)
– Free to writers (i.e., no APCs)
• Avoids barriers to full participation in the 
scholarly communications system
• However, journal management and 
production is not free
• Therefore, some form of subsidy is needed…
Platinum OA journals must 
be subsidized by someone: 
universities, institutes, 
governments, funders, …
Platinum OA removes all barriers…
• No cost to reading scholarly papers
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Open Access: Summary
• Open access is necessary to foster and 
cultivate a vibrant global scholarly community
• Open access is inevitable: the change is 
happening already, and cannot be stopped
• Not all OA solutions are equal
– Green – low-tech, low-cost, perhaps low reach
– Gold – high-cost, excludes significant sectors
– Piracy – low-cost, high risk, destroys rule of order
– Platinum – removes all barriers, needs subsidy
Thanks Very Much!
town@ku.edu
